BECERİ TEMELLİ
SORULAR
8. Ünite: Fitness
Look at the poster and answer the questions 1-2.

BRAVE YOUTH CAMP
7 – 10 June

10 June

6 June

7 June

Registration free
Contact: Mr. Black
0109 9875464, blk@youth.com

9 June

1.

2.

Amy

: Let’s go fishing.

Tom

: Great idea, I love it. When?

Amy

: It is on the - - - -.

According to the poster, which of the following completes the conversation?
A) seventh of June						

B) eighth of June

C) ninth of June						

D) tenth of June

Which of the following is ODD according to the poster?
A) horse-riding						

B) skiing

C) cycling						

D) climbing

Read the conversation and answer the question.
3.

Cindy : - - - -?
Tom

: Hiking.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation?
A) Which one do you like hiking or swimming
B) Which sports do you like most
C) What is your favourite sport
D) When do you do sports
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Read the conversations and answer the question.
4.
1

2

Lucy: Do you like camping?
Carol: No, I don’t. Do you?
Lucy: Oh. Yes I do.

Lucy: Do you want to come to my
birthday party?
Carol: What time does it start?
Lucy: At four o’clock.
Carol: Thanks but I am busy.

3

4

Lucy: Can I take your pencil? Lucy: What’s wrong with you?
Carol: Sure.
Carol: I don’t feel well. I feel cold.
Lucy: Thank you.
Lucy: Get well soon.
Carol: You are welcome.
In which conversation above does Lucy invite Carol?
A) 1

B) 2

C) 3

D) 4

Read the text and answer the question.
5.

Jack likes doing sports but his favourite one is team sports. He doesn’t like running and winter sports. He can’t play table tennis.
Which of the following does Jack enjoy doing?
A)

B)

C)

D)
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Read the conversation and complete the sentence.
6.
Anna

: Hello, Jane. Why don’t we go jogging on Sunday?

Jane

: I like water sports. What about - - - -?

Anna

: That’s a good idea.

Which of the following completes the conversation?
A) climbing
B) running
C) swimming
D) hiking

Read the text and answer the questions 7-8.
Hello, I am Andy from New York. I go jogging every morning. There are a lot of parks here. I also like spending time with
my friends. We go to the cinema every weekend. I don’t like team sports. My favourite activity is camping. It is really funny.
7.

Which of the following does NOT have an answer according to the text above?
A) Where is Andy from?
B) What does Andy like?
C) What is Andy’s favourite activity?
D) How many friends does Andy have?

Andy - - - -.
8.

According to the text above, which of the following compeletes the sentence?
A) is not interested in playing football
B) watches basketball matches
C) does not like camping
D) enjoys team sports
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Read the conversation below and answer the question.
9.

Let’s go camping next weekend.
- - - -?
Would you like to go camping next weekend?
- - - -?
Sorry. I cannot ride a horse.
- - - -?
Yes, I do. I love trekking.

Sally

Amanda

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation above?
A) Do you like trekking		

B) Sorry. Could you repeat that, please

C) Let’s go trekking then. Saturday or Sunday

D) I don’t like camping. How about riding a horse

Read the text, look at the table and answer the question.
10. Jessica and Pam want to go to sports center together after school on weekdays. Their school finishes at 3 in the afternoon.
Here is the time table of the sports center:
Sports

Days

Time

Ice-skating

everyday

between 4 and 6 o’clock in the afternoon

Swimming

on Weekdays

between 10 and 11 o’clock in the morning

Gymnastics

on Wednesdays and Fridays

between 1 and 3 o’clock in the afternoon

Basketball

on Mondays and Thursdays

between 3.30 and 7 o’clock in the afternoon

Karate

on Sundays and Saturdays

between 9 and 11 o’clock in the morning

Which of the following is suitable for Jessica and Pam?
A) swimming and ice-skating		

B) gymnastics and karate

C) basketball and ice-skating		

D) karate and basketball

Read the text and answer the question.
11. Hello, I am Julia. I like doing sports but one of them is my favorite. For it, you need a ball and two teams with eleven players
in each. You can play it with your friends. You must hit the ball with your foot.
According to the text above, which game does Julia talk about?
A) volleyball

B) soccer

C) tennis

D)basketball
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Read the conversation and answer the question.
12.
Shall we go skateboarding next weekend?
- - - -?
Let’s go skateboarding next weekend.
- - - -?
Well, I can’t ride a bike.
- - - -?
Yes, I can. I love horse-riding.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation?
A) What is your favourite activity

B) I don’t like skateboarding. How about cycling

C) Sorry. Could you repeat that, please

D) Can you ride a horse

Read the text and answer the question.
13. To be fit and healthy, I - - - -.
Which of the following does NOT complete the sentence?
A) eat fresh fruit and vegetables

B) go to gym everyday

C) never eat chips		

D) often drink coke

Read the text and answer the question.
14. Nick and Gary want to do sports together. Nick likes water sports and climbing the mountains. He is afraid of animals.
Gary enjoys outdoor activities but he dislikes going to the pool.
Which sports is suitable for Nick and Gary?
A) hiking

B) bowling

C) swimming

D) horse-riding
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Read the text and answer the question.
15.
Sandra: Let’s go wall climbing.
Tom: I’m sorry but I can’t.

Kate: What about skateboarding, Paul?
Paul: That’s a good idea.

Amy: Do you like playing chess?
David: Not really. I don’t like board games.

Emily: Let’s go jogging on Sunday.
Grace: I’m afraid, I can’t. I have the flu.

Who accepts the suggestion in the text above?
A) Tom

B) Paul

C) Amy

D) Grace

Read the conversation and answer the question.
16. Oliver		

: What is your favourite activity?

Brendon

: - - - -.

Oliver		

: When do you do it?

Brendon

: - - - -.

Oliver		

: Who do you do it with?

Brendon

: - - - -.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation?
A) Jogging

B) At weekends

C) Shoes

D) With my dad

Read the conversation and answer the question.
17.

Hi, Paul. Do you like ice-skating?
Hi, Adam. Not really.
I can’t do it.
OK, let’s go jogging then.
---How about jogging?
Good idea!
Adam

Paul

Which of the following completes the conversation?
A) Can you repeat that please?

B) Which sport do you like most?

C) I am sorry. I must do my homework.

D) OK, I can’t refuse my favorite activity.
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Read the conversation and answer the question.
18. Stefan : Let’s go camping next Sunday.
Jack

:----

Which of the following gives a different meaning to the conversation?
A) Great! Shall we meet at 8 in the morning?
B) I am sorry but I have other plans for Sunday.
C) Well, I don’t have any time on Sunday.
D) That’s a good idea but I am busy.

Read the text and answer the question.
19.

Hello! I am Shelia. I like outdoor sports but I don’t want to be in a team.
I haven’t got any special sport equipment. I have only shoes. I dislike
water sports.
According to the text above, which sport can Shelia do?
A) running

B) swimming

C) skating

D) soccer

Read the conversation and answer the question.
20. I ask some of my friends about their favorite sports and here are their answers:

My favourite sport is - - - -. It is a team sport.
There are eleven players in two teams.
David:
You need a ball to play it. In this sport,
players kick the ball with their foot.
I like outdoor sports. My favourite sport
is playing - - - -. There are two teams and
Jason:
six players in each team. We hit the ball
with our hands.

My favourite one is - - - -.
Carol: Two people play it. Players need a ball and
two rackets. They hit the ball with a racket.

My favourite sport is - - - -. It is
Bill: a dangerous sport. You need a helmet
and rope. You must be very careful!

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation?
A) tennis

B) climbing

C) volleyball

D) basketball

Cevap anahtarına ulaşmak
için karekodu okutunuz.
Bu kitapçığın her hakkı Ölçme, Değerlendirme ve Sınav Hizmetleri Genel Müdürlüğüne aittir.

